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Abstract

In this study, a function that informs the trash can users about daily collectable trash types and the visiting schedule of collection trucks with an application-based push alarms is proposed along with other function that lets the user to receive the information regarding the volume of trash cans located near his/her residence and monthly average trash volume once the user registers his/her personal information online. This functions are used for the UX design between smart trash can and users. The proposed system allows trash collection trucks to find the most efficient path from their current positions by finding out users' trash can volumes in advance. The UX design and the smart trash can system proposed in this study aim to improve the trash processing efficiency by allowing users to check the volume of their trash.

1. Introduction

Republic of Korea (ROK) is one of a handful countries where people still dispose trash in a standard garbage bag following the volume-rate garbage disposal system. This system is being enforced since 1994 in the ROK. As a result, the volume of garbage has been largely reduced but the number of incidents where people surreptitiously throwing away their garbage has also increased. This has been a social issue for a long time so that the ICT-based applications that can be used to catch such an act are being continuously introduced or upgraded. However, as this alone would not solve the problem, other means had to be devised. Smart Trash Cans have been drawing attention for some time but it is still hard to find them on the street. Thus, this study focused on a user UX design for the smart trash can to improve its practicality.

2. Smart Trash Can and User UX Designs

UX design between Smart Trash Can and user the core of the proposed trash can is that some smart features have been grafted onto the trash can itself to establish a network between the user, can and collection truck. That is, the useful information concerning the method of separate collection, location of collection truck, collection hours and volume of trash can are provided through an interface while the most efficient path is estimated for the trash collection truck by considering the locations of trash cans and their respective volume. User can also receive the information regarding daily collectable trash, visiting hours of collection trucks, locations of trash cans and the volume of trash cans with a push-alarm function. The design based on a software engineering approach is presented below.

(Fig. 1) A Smart Trash Collection Network.

As shown in (Fig. 1), once the user or the collection truck sets the location, volume or date first, they can check the volume of a certain trash can, locations of trash cans and with a push-alarm function. The design based on a software engineering approach is presented below.
(Fig. 2) BPM of Smart Trash Can and User UX Designs.

(Fig. 2) is a BPM-style description of settings users or collection trucks need to set up to use the services.

(Fig. 3) Individual Steps User Service.

(Fig. 3) describes the service where the user can receive the information concerning collection dates, the volume of trash in the trash can and the current location of trash collection truck (GPS-based service) once he/she sets his/her desired collection date and volume.

(Fig. 4) Individual Steps of Trucking Service.

(Fig. 4) describes the process where user sends the information regarding the volume of trash and location to the user service and then the trash collection truck replies by sending its whereabouts to the same service. The user service sends out these information to the trucking service in order for them to find the most efficient path for trash collection.

(Fig. 5) Describes Individual Steps of the Measuring Service

(Fig. 5) describes individual steps of the measuring service. Here, the information about the location of user and his/her monthly trash volume are recorded and notified to the user with graphs. Monthly average trash volume of a village or a town can be estimated as well with this measuring service.

3. Conclusion and Future Work

An UX between the Smart Trash Can and user has been designed in this study. Based on the design, we plan to implement the system with Java Android, install sensors on the trash cans and show current state with smart phones. We expect this system will reduce trash collecting manpower and contribute to environmental protection. The actual system will be revealed to the public as an open source to help urban communities once it is completed.
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